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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING: Research and Applications

Supplier Integration and Communication Strategies in Collaborative
Platform Development

Andreas Lindquist,* Fredrik Berglund and Hans Johannesson

Department of Product and Production development, Chalmers University of Technology

SE-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden

Abstract: Following the introduction of platform-based products, especially considering that platforms are used for multiple brands, there is

certainly a growing need for system engineering processes and techniques. This is further emphasized by the fact that companies faced with

collaborative platform development frequently need to harmonize often opposing claims from stakeholders with different backgrounds,

beliefs, desires and intentions. A core strategy for using resources (e.g., work-hours, knowledge, and production systems) better and more

flexibly is to involve suppliers earlier in the development cycle. From this perspective, well-designed and efficiently managed supplier

integration is a huge competitive advantage. Supplier integration may range from component design and manufacture to full responsibility

for the design of complex distributed systems. The starting point for this work is the results from a previous study, made by the authors, in which

a Swedish automotive company and one of its sub-suppliers were examined in order to identify communication barriers. This revealed several

problems regarding supplier interaction and information management in projects where both suppliers and product owners contribute their

unique knowledge. Following the previous study, the questions to answer include: How can platforms be represented to suit suppliers as well as

orginal equipment manufacturers? How does one guarantee efficient, accurate and secure information exchange between the parties involved?

Consequently, this article pinpoints some of the problems that companies involved with collaborative product platform development, together

with their suppliers, must face today. To answer these questions, interviews, and document studies were conducted for a Swedish truck

manufacturer. The results are oriented to the interfaces between product owners and their suppliers.

Key Words: collaboration, platform development, supply chain, communication, trust, process management, sensitive information.

1. Background

Collaboration between buyer and supplier has
increased in recent years to become a natural part of
the operations of any company that develops complex
products. No single company can develop cutting edge
systems while also giving attention to peripheral tasks;
a company needs to focus on core activities and let
other actors complement its shortcomings in selected
areas where suppliers build less expensive and better
components. The systems developed by suppliers have
also grown over time from single components to more
complete systems which simply need to be attached to
the final product at the buyers’ plant. This further
enables the company to concentrate on its own core
activities and delegate to others specific ways to solve
tasks inside separate sub-systems.

Many companies use platforms to enable more variety
with a reduced number of unique parts by standardizing
certain components within the product. Since the
suppliers’ systems have become larger, and for this

reason have greater influence on the impression and
quality of the final product, a need to evaluate how
their solutions affect the platform and how this is
represented in computer systems is essential. This is
needed not only to define the platform but also to
represent the platform in the companies’ product
lifecycle management (PLM) systems. Since the mass
customization era of today has generated too much
information to handle, due to the representation of
systems as separate parts and not as more generic
descriptions, there has been an exponential growth of
part numbers to describe these systems; new methods
and tools are called for to handle these problems.

These new methods and tools need to handle the issue
of trust which is important for development in joint
ventures; no company would like to risk its intellectual
property, but at the same time sharing of information is
essential in order to be efficient.

One aim of this study is to capture how platform
development is carried out today at an orginal equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM) company in Sweden.
Another aim is to capture influential aspects such as
security and process management, to compare them with
research in these areas, and to use this as a basis for
future research about collaborative platforms.
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2. State-of-the-art in Collaborative, and
Platform-based Development

To achieve efficient collaboration, one needs to
consider multiple issues each of which influences
collaboration in different ways. In this section, the
authors have identified, if not all, at least most of the
major issues in collaborative platform development.
Current work with these is discussed as a framework
for later comparison with the platform development
carried out at a large OEM company in Sweden.

2.1 Collaboration in Platform Development

It is easy to make the mistake of simply describing
supplier collaboration as the integration of technical
systems such as IT support and common platform
structures. Although this article deals primarily with the
technical part, one must not forget the need for people
to meet in order to build the trust essential for joint
ventures [1,2]. The need to meet in person might be
reduced in the future, since contacts between people over
the internet have become an increasingly normal way
to meet and maintain relationships. Advances in
communication and information technologies have
however already intensified the collaboration between
partners in the supply chain, from smaller islands
of internal operations to an interwoven net of
operations [3]. This evolution enables companies to
build up collaborative platforms between customers and
suppliers. Rapid change in customer demands actually
forces companies to work more closely when developing
platforms in order for the supplier to have up-to-date
information to work with. In today’s methods of
collaboration, the integration of suppliers in the
platform development process needs to aim at a few
core suppliers and to build strong relationships with a
small number of major customers over a longer period
of time. There can be large benefits, provided the
collaboration is realized with mutual respect for the
other partner. Unfortunately, strong relationships take
time to build; this makes it hard for dynamic
organizations with high employee movement to achieve
trust and respect for its partners. However, research
shows that organizations, which invest in relation-
specific assets, engage in knowledge exchange and
combine resources through governance, may find
large profits for both companies involved in the
collaboration [4].
Supply chain management is not just about finding

the right kind of relationships; it is also about finding
what parts to produce in-house and what components
and services are more beneficial to outsource.
Mentzer [1] states that everything which is not core
business, will not be core business in the future or is
more expensive to produce in-house should be

outsourced. Huang and Mak [5] describe two kinds of
relationships, purchasing and collaboration; even if
purchasing can be profitable in a shorter time frame,
collaboration usually gives superior benefits in the long
run. For companies to get their suppliers to invest
in relation-specific equipment, the buyer needs to aim at
long term involvement [4]. According to Fagerström [6],
it is also beneficial to involve suppliers early when
working with an interface-based platform structure, as
early communication concerning the interfaces can
reduce cost originating from adjustment of the products
later on. When managing development of new products,
it is necessary to develop certain components in-house
and others in collaboration with suppliers in order to
obtain a product which has a competitive advantage.
Typical products developed by the company itself
from a platform perspective may be parts with high
design content [7]. Design of the visual appearance is
something that has not yet become a part of supplier
collaboration. Although the potential benefits of
outsourcing design are not addressed further in this
article, it might become an important part of future
cooperative platforms, as suppliers become further
involved in the development of new products.

2.2 Product Platform Development from Both
Supplier and Buyer Perspectives

Product platforms and modular product development
have grown in importance in recent years. Due to their
ability to effectively lower cost in product development
[8], for example by carry-over or by using the same unit
in several products, and by having clear interfaces,
the platforms enable companies to rapidly produce
follow-on products or new variants [9,10], and to
respond to market changes, which facilitates more
customer oriented offers. Other advantages are the
ability of platforms to enable economy of scale benefits
in production, and to utilize the resources of an
enterprise more efficiently. Especially important from
a supplier perspective is the possibility to let these
suppliers take care of their systems by testing, upgrading
and recycle them. This way the knowledge of the
supplier can be used to the fullest without too much
adjustment needed at the buying company.

2.2.1 PLATFORMS
There is not one unified way of describing what a

platform is, since researchers often have their own
definitions of how a platform relates to adjacent
concepts such as product families, modules and
brands [10]. Simpson et al. [11] define a product
platform to be a set of parameters features, and
components which remain constant from product to
product, within a given product family. Product families
are defined as groups of related products that share
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common features, components, and sub-systems; they
satisfy a variety of market niches. Some parts are
constant such as platform components, and some vary
in order to configure variants. Although this description
of platforms is suitable for much of the platform
development found in industry, it describes traditional,
part-based platforms, which has shortcomings in
describing platforms that refer to manufacturing assets
sharing, as well as organizational and computer support
platforms. The restriction of limiting a product platform
to a single family is certainly true for many industries,
however, this needs some refinement, since much plat-
form development, for example in the automotive
industry, includes several brands, as shown in Figure
1. Robertsson and Ulrich [12] give a wider definition of
the concept, describing platforms as a collection of
assets, components, processes, knowledge and people
and their relationships, which are shared by a set of
products. This describes our idea of platforms in
a better way; involving people in the platform
description might, however, be difficult. They may
influence the product in a way similar to the way
assets do, but because it is not a controllable parameter,
it should not be a part of a company’s platform
structure. Here we considered two other ways to see
a platform.

. A platform is an architecture which can support more
than one product characterised by common structures,
scaled variables and variable structures, controlled by
design [13]. This description expresses the need to
exchange parts or components and also to scale
products to suit specific customer segments.

. A basic architecture comprises of sub-systems or
modules and the interfaces between them [9]. This
description of platforms addresses the need for
interfaces between interacting systems. Interfaces
do not necessarily refer to physical interfaces; they
can also refer to data exchange, heat transfer
or various other factors influencing surrounding
systems.

Platform development, according to Jiao et al. [14],
can be achieved in two ways, design for functional
variety and for technical variety. The first aims to satisfy
diverse customer needs, while the second aims at
reducing the in-house variety. The two approaches,
which require different strategies, describe the two
advantages searched for in platform development,
i.e., variety and the reduction of unique parts. There is
also a difference between platforms for industrial
products and those for consumer products. Industrial
buyers often have superior knowledge of the product;
they focus more on aspects such as performance and
cost instead of the more vague criteria such as aesthetics
or the status owning a product of a certain brand.
It is also easier to identify the market needs, since the
target group is much smaller in industry [15]. Industrial
customers are the most common ones in supplier
collaboration, however, an understanding of the
OEM’s customers is also important, since the user is
not the other company but a third person from one of
the OEM’s customer segments. Building a platform can
be seen as an evolutionary process needed because
companies continuously have to renew their product
families and eventually their platforms to adapt to
changing market needs [9].

2.2.2 MODULES
Modularity is closely connected to the traditional

component-based way of looking at platforms [16].
The definition of a module varies but it often relates to
Suh’s independence axioms stating that the solution of
a functional requirement should not affect the solution
of other functional requirements [17]. Huang et al. [18]
sees product architectures as either modular or integral.
Modular product architecture has a one-to-one or
one-to-many relationship between functional elements
and physical structure, which follows Suh’s indepen-
dence axioms, while the integral product architecture is
a complex coupled mapping of the two. Both architec-
tures are currently widely used in industry. The present
authors’ opinion is that a modular design without the
complex couplings is preferable, especially for complex
products, not necessarily because modular products
perform better but because they are more controllable,
which makes development work easier. Huang and
Kusiak connect the modules to the product architecture
and discuss three types of modularity: component
swapping, component sharing, and bus modularity
with reference to changing components to get new
functionality within the module. Components shared
between several modules and the interfaces between
these modules allow several combinations of products to
be made [8].

Gershenson et al. [16] describes the Sosale and
Hashemian view on modular design as an enabler for
concurrent engineering, but to do this the overall design

Platform
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Figure 1. Global organisations can use platforms that include
several brands, each with their own families.
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task has to be divided into smaller sub-tasks and the
interfaces between them must be properly defined.
Modular design can also offer benefits in the main-
tenance phase of a product, by allowing identification
and replacement of separate modules. This description
represents a product by using a platform of interfaces as
specified in the platform section: it highlights interfaces
and a holistic product view as a necessity to be efficient
in modular design. According to Gershenson et al. [13],
interfaces have received little attention in recent years
despite great interest in early modular research.
Methods of defining interfaces are still not satisfactory,
which is why further research on this is called for. The
present authors believe that these interfaces must be
better defined to more efficiently manage platform
development.

2.2.3 COMMONALITY VERSUS VARIETY
There are not only benefits in building platforms:

standardizing can sometimes lower the performance of
individual products, since the platform is optimized
from a holistic view of all the company’s products,
rather than each separate product [10,11]. Separate
modules can be optimized for any given prerequisites
but these does not always align with what is sought for
in all variants of the final product. Building platforms
can be seen as a balance between commonality and
variety; too much commonality lowers cost but reduces
the distinctiveness of each brand built on the platform.
This statement refers to the common view of looking at
platforms as a set of combined modules, which is not
necessarily the case when a platform refers to a given
production line or to development processes. Many
platforms found in industry, however, are built on a
modular exchangeable part concept, and there are many
benefits to using this platform description. This makes
the commonality versus variety balance important to
address, to reach a broad customer segment with
products that are experienced as unique ones.
Berglund et al. [19] states that this does not necessarily
need to be a linear relation. Figure 2 shows the possible
design choices which show that a certain level of variety
can have different levels of commonality depending on
standardization level, use of unique parts and such
factors that influence this correlation. Some sort of
trade-off is, however, still necessary. Understanding
potential changes in technology and market factors and
how these affect the platform can improve the
robustness of the platform, making it possible to meet
future needs [13].

2.2.4 PRODUCT VARIANCE AND PLATFORM
CONFIGURABILITY

The main driving force for platform-based develop-
ment and manufacturing is the possibility to combine
customization with economy of scale, at least to a

certain extent. The means to achieve this is reuse of
common resources in multiple customized product
variants. This is in practice described today in terms of
‘carry over’ or ‘commonality’ and means utilization
of common parts in different customized variants. By
doing this it is possible to generate new product variants
without having to develop all of the parts contained,
just the ones that are variant specific. The rest can be
‘carried over’ from existing products or from a common
core of parts in a product family or from families
involved with other brands, in the product platform.
Configuration of product variants is thus achieved by
combining the parts in the platform with variant-specific
parts. Although much has been gained by this strategy,
it has its limitations; it needs to be refined to prevent the
number of parts from becoming to large.

Claesson [20] describes in his doctoral thesis an
alternative strategy for coping with the increased
demand for customized variants without increasing the
number of parts to manage to the same extent as using
a part-based platform definition. The proposed strategy
is based on a more abstract and knowledge-based
platform definition consisting of linked structures of
‘configurable components (CCs)’, see Figure 3. Each CC
is a configurable system that is related to other CCs,
and it can be instantiated by assigning values to its
variant parameters (VPs) through a ‘variant parameter
interface (VPI)’. The result of an instantiation, the
‘configuration request definition (CRD)’, is transferred
to other used CCs or to external applications such as
PDM and CAD systems. An instance of a product or a
sub-system that shall be manufactured is specified by
its variant defining parameters. With this input the
system of CCs involved then automatically generates
the variant defining information (i.e., part numbers,
instantiated CAD models, material specifications,
and valid reference documents) needed for preparation
of production.

COMMONALITY (%)
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Figure 2. The correlation between commonality and variety is not
necessarily linear but covers a field depending on different platform
strategies [19].
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To function as stated, each CC must carry three kinds
of knowledge about itself:

1. Knowledge about its origin, i.e., what it should do
and be, how this is realized and the reason for the
solution chosen;

2. Knowledge about its interactions with the external
environment; and

3. Rules specifying the composition, functionality and
external interactions of the instantiated CC

Knowledge item 1 is realized by using an enhanced
function-means tree [21] which reflects the functional
requirements and constraints, stated in the product
specification, and shows the design solutions chosen to
fulfill these design criteria. Knowledge item 2 is realized
with special interface design solutions for handling the
external interactions. Finally, the knowledge item 3 is
realized with a configuration rule set (CRS) containing
programmed procedural and/or inferential rules
linked to the CC object and its interactions. A platform
definition based on this kind of knowledge carrying CCs
provides much more configuration flexibility than
a part-based defined platform. A CC-based platform
is, furthermore, much more robust, as the reuse of CCs
instead of reuse of parts makes it possible to have the
complete CC knowledge contents available for redesign
to meet new demands.

2.3 Computer Support in Collaborative
Development Networks

Computer support has become a vital part of most
developing companies’ tools. There is also much need
for computer support between companies to facilitate
efficient and work as one unit. Product lifecycle
management tools have grown in importance due to
their capacity to handle information sharing [22,23].

Sub-contractors can be integrated very effectively by
combining processes and, by opening up the PLM
system, better control over all parts of a product
lifecycle can be achieved. Using neutral data exchange
formats such as STEP and XML, or more geometry
related standards such as IGES, is intended to reduce
the differences between dissimilar kinds of software used
at the companies throughout the supply chain [24].
Even if close involvement by sharing data is possible,
it is not yet an alternative for all companies. Just because
something can be done does not mean it should be done.
Intellectual property rights, PLM systems that are not
the same at different companies, and problems with
keeping all information while transforming files are
some of the difficulties that still need to be solved to
make integration of databases work efficiently.

Supplier integration can, however, be done in two
ways. Either files can be transferred separately or files
can be shared between the OEM and supplier through
integrated databases. Both choices have their benefits
and disadvantages. To transfer files is easier in the
start-up phase and it is easy to make changes. The
advantages of the database integration, on the other
hand, are that it works in real time and is automatically
updated, which reduces the risk of engineers working
with old data [24]. In computer support for collaborative
development, more attention has been given to tools
for data transfer using systems such as Net-meeting and
e-mail than information sharing tools that can create
more effective collaborations. Much information is still
sent between different parties information sharing will
probably not replace information transfer but it will be
more of a support to it.

2.4 Secrecy Issues in Collaborative Development

Security is often considered important in collaborative
projects but, unfortunately, this matter is often given
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Figure 3. The configurable component concept.
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lower priority when compared with usability [24,25].
The security measures are often adopted later, when the
risks of a new system have been evaluated through use.
Much of the security in modern companies is oriented to
firewalls, which are intended to block access, thus
reducing the possibility to collaborate in real-time
projects. Firewalls are also difficult to configure, a
problem which is hard to solve, especially for smaller
companies [26]. Once the firewall is configured, access
rights have to be distributed which can be given to for
example specific persons, or to roles in the company [27].
Having access connected to certain rolls needs to be used
in larger companies where project group members
constantly change. Mitrovi’c [28] gives three factors
which affect security: people, processes, and technology.
Since people are hard to control, many of the successful
methods today are found in access management and file
encryption for file transfer [28,29]. This is often a good
approach but when sharing data is critical, just locking
up information is not without disadvantages. Engineers
constantly get into situations where they have to
consider what information they can share with suppliers
and what information needs to be kept secret. Far from
all information is given by shared databases where the
access rules apply.

2.5 Process Management in Multi-organizational
Projects

Many organizations today are giving more effort to
supplier development programs to improve supplier
performance [30]. This improvement is, however, not
just about finding tools for collaboration using the same
CAD software or using websites to send information.
It is also about how thing are done on a process level.
Although there are some differences in research when

defining process management, according to Kotzab and
Otto [31], some parts are similar. Process management
addresses the whole supply chain and describes constant
value-adding steps and deliveries in a uniform direction.
Mentzer [1] also involves suppliers when defining
process management: as the activity of managing the
resources and processes that generate products and
services; This also involves suppliers, since no single
company does everything by itself, as there are suppliers
taking care of parts of the business activities. Clearly,
suppliers need to be taken into consideration when
planning a company’s own development process.
Business process management should concentrate on
finding a systematic approach to designing, prioritizing,
managing, controlling, and monitoring. This can help
companies to reach superior competitive standards [32].
The relationships between operations are the basis on
which exchange of products, services, information and
money is conducted. Relationships with suppliers
helps to generate a smooth flow between operations

and processes [1]. If the organization is to function as
one unit, then everyone in it needs to know what the
common purpose of the organization is and how their
effort contributes to the main goal. This understanding
of the goal needs to be communicated as a statement of
purpose. When the company and its suppliers are viewed
as one system, it is easier to see the interdependencies
among people and departments [33]. The work of
a supplier is used by other groups in the company
forming a linkage between them. Methods for integrat-
ing suppliers in the company’s processes are important
for any companies that want to be competitive in the
diverse organizations of today.

3. Research Approach

The investigation reported here was made at
a multinational Swedish truck manufacturer having
several brands that all share the same platform.
The company has numerous suppliers, and its core
competence is described as their knowledge in handling
the demands made on their type of products and putting
all systems together. Further, this company works
with highly customized products and they rarely
produce two trucks that contain exactly the same
components. The reason for this is very different
customer demands depending on the various areas of
use for this type of equipment. The suppliers of this
company are naturally quite different in size as well as
complexity of their products. Considering this, the
suppliers are expected to have very different affect on
the platform developed at the OEM. Interviews were
conducted with 18 employees, working at several
departments. People from management, supply chain
collaboration, product, platform, and process develop-
ment, were purposely selected for interviews. The
somewhat heterogeneous group were chosen to study
how companies can work together with suppliers to
develop efficient platforms.

The main themes for the interviews were how the
company investigated works with supplier involvement
in platform development today and what issues must be
addressed to be more efficient in supplier collaborations
in the future. A semi-structured interview, guided by
a predefined questionnaire, was used; the participants
were allowed to speak freely about the given questions,
which included the topics listed here.
Supplier collaboration: How is supplier involvement
addressed at the company, what kinds of methods are
used, and what aspects should be taken into considera-
tion when collaboration becomes joint ventures?
Platform development: How are platforms built up
and how should they be designed to make supplier
collaboration work efficiently, when the development of
new products becomes increasingly integrated?
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Information exchange: What kinds of tools are used
today, what are their benefits and disadvantages, and
how could they be improved?
Sensitive information: Most joint development ventures
are processes which need much communication of
sensitive information, but how does the company work
in securing the communication flow and intellectual
property rights?
Process management: Most successful companies have
processes to help them obtain the desired products. This
is a way to regulate the quality of the products
produced. How can process management be extended
to function more smoothly with suppliers?

4. Results

Naturally, the material from this kind of study gives
a multi-faceted picture of collaborative platform
development. The results presented here are a summary
of the most relevant and important results found during
the study. They are grouped according to the interview
topics and include experience of work procedures and
tools in use today and potentials for improvement.

4.1 Collaboration and Information Exchange
in Practice

Involving suppliers in product development has been
found an effective way to utilize knowledge and
manufacturing resources and to spread development
costs and risks. Involving suppliers in platform
development has not yet progressed as far because the
benefits from this are not as obvious. The OEM wants
to be able to choose from several suppliers when
selecting a development partner, something that might
be difficult when the platform has been developed in
cooperation with a certain supplier. The company
studied has, however, started to involve a few suppliers
in the platform, since they are regarded as very
important suppliers that have substantial effect on the
efficiency of the final platform.

Several kinds of partnerships have been tried by the
company studied, all with their benefits as well as their
limitations. One alternative is to let a representative of
the supplier work as a resident engineer, sitting
physically at the OEM, and being allowed to see the
same information as the team members employed by the
OEM, see Figure 4. However, this type of collaboration
does bind the company closer to the supplier, which
makes it more difficult to replace that supplier, if other
suppliers can offer better products in the future. It is also
hard to control access rights, due to the constant flow of
personnel moving in and out of the company on a daily
basis. A second method of collaboration is satellite
offices, where the suppliers are placed at their own sites,

but they work through secure lines inside the OEM’s
PLM solution. This is used only for consultants’
services, since it could endanger the competition
between suppliers of the same parts in purchasing
situations. Another problem with this type of collabora-
tion, for suppliers of physical components, is the OEM’s
reluctance to let the supplier handle the forwarding of
information, to its own suppliers, directly from the
OEM’s PLM solution. A third approach is to work at
separate locations and transfer information by common
mean of exchange (e.g., e-mail), which makes it easier to
secure the exchange but harder to keep all information
up to date.

Much collaboration today is based on traditional
face to face contacts. Although new tools can facilitate
the communication and collaboration with suppliers
and help overcome geographical distances, this is still
considered to lack effectiveness when building trust
between people. Collaborative work requires inter-
personal trust and involves many agreements, meaning
that participants need to meet face-to-face to really
have a constructive dialogue. Furthermore, as argued in
other case studies [34,35], personal relationships and
trust between individuals are prerequisites for electronic
communication to be efficient. There are concerns
regarding the security of the information flow and the
risk of sharing sensitive information about the com-
panies’ core competences. This is especially significant,
since many suppliers in these networks view each other
as competitors; suppliers which also collaborate with
competitors to the OEM and can use gained information
in other partnerships. For example, a resident engineer
often access information about adjacent systems from
other suppliers and obtain information that might be
useful in future collaborations with other companies;
this is especially important in the early stages of
development when new technology has been developed
but not yet used. This dilemma is a barrier to efficient
information sharing, although all involved understand
the need to collaborate. Sharing information and
securing the flow effectively has often been difficult
and time consuming.

Let us distinguish between existing collaboration and
what the company investigated is trying to achieve.

E-mail exchange

OEM

PLM

Satellite office

Supplier

SupplierSupplier

Resident
Engineers

@

Figure 4. Different collaborations tried at the OEM.
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Today, different suppliers affect the platform in
different ways, meaning that some suppliers, that deliver
critical systems or technology, are able to dictate
the surrounding interfaces of their product and the
OEM has to use them since there are no alternatives.
Most of the time, however, the supplier gives input,
using current and up-coming solutions as aspects to
consider, and the buyer later develops the platform to
suit its current and next product portfolio. The design
environment is later delivered to the suppliers as
interfaces built up by surrounding parts. The aim is,
however, to develop an interface description of the
platform, which allows the supplier to see only
what the requirements are on their product regarding
interfaces and requirements, to reduce the risk
of letting suppliers see each others’ solutions.
The interfaces between suppliers are also expected to
be managed by the OEM, since it needs to handle all of
the interfaces in order to have a complete structure and
to negotiate conflicting requirements on interfaces.
Today much information is shared by e-mail, phone
calls and, sometimes on secured lines when handling
sensitive information such as CAD files. The informa-
tion does, however, tend to be too comprehensive
because no one wants to be responsible for sending
too little information and, by doing so, become
responsible for expensive delays. Instead too much
information is sent; that can be hard for the supplier
to interpret.
In recent years, more effort has been put into building

a shared database between an OEM and its suppliers,
which allows some chosen development suppliers to
change and save parts directly in a system connected
to the OEM’s product description. The system shows
a smaller section of the entire product for the supplier;
a section that is continuously being updated by the
OEM. This way the supplier never works with old data.
However, this method of conducting collaboration
requires very effective mechanisms to retain intellectual
property rights to different partners in the supply chain;
this applies especially to the suppliers, since they cannot
delimit a smaller design environment in the same way
as the OEM can because suppliers’ whole products
needs to go in to the OEM product model but the OEM
only need to show the supplier the part of the final
product that affects its development work, thereby
reducing the risk of showing to much data to their
suppliers. It has, however, been found difficult let a
supplier take over its part of a product, without
observation and verification by the OEM, which
would force suppliers to show their data. Even though
the company does their best to achieve complete
requirement specifications and give suppliers enough
information, sometimes this is simply not enough.
New situations can appear during the work on the
project and change the prerequisites, forcing the

partners to find new solutions through constant contact
and discussion with suppliers.

4.2 Platform Development at the Company

Interfaces form the starting point when the company
defines the platform. The specified interfaces are broken
down from an all-embracing level all the way to
specified assemblies and modules. Even if the platform
is described as the interfaces between the modules, not
the modules themselves, it is hard to separate the two
since the advantage of a platform often lies in selling
higher quantities of the same products.

The company implements its platform gradually since
this puts less stress on the organization before release.
It is also considered less risky since the investments on
the projects get reduced. Quick change from one
platform to another is also considered more suitable
for companies with large series of products with less
variety, since it is easier to define a specified platform
than a more generic one that must cover a wider range
of variants. Platform development at the company is
usually carried out by letting different departments and
organizations give input about what they expect from
the platform to meet their requirements and wishes.
Since the basis of this work resembles putting assemblies
together, the need to involve suppliers has grown
because they are expected to take greater responsibility
and act more as system integrators, by designing,
manufacturing and delivering larger modules than
previously. However, they are not yet directly involved
in the platform work today but only by influencing the
OEM. There are a few larger suppliers that dictate how
their part should fit into a product but, most of the time;
the supplier has to work with predefined requirements
given by the company. The interface approach has not
yet come very far in the everyday activities of the
company. They wish to work with platforms in a way
similar to that used with parts and build interface
structures that can be viewed in digital mock-ups
(DMU) the same way as parts can. It is considered
desirable if aspects other than geometry could be
integrated in the platform, such as temperature, light
resistance and other factors that gives the conditions in
which the suppliers systems has to work. This kind of
platform description, however, is far from realized at the
company.

Platform development usually follows a curve over
time towards more and more unique parts. The platform
is built for flexibility but it is hard to anticipate every
possible future solution: over time a growing number of
specialized solutions emerge. After awhile, the company
needs to spend time protecting the platform, when the
demand for variants increases due to new technology
that the platform cannot incorporate. At this point
a new platform is needed; it is time to start the
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next generation. When designing platforms for several
brands, it is also important not to let the commonality of
the platform harm the separate brand identities.
Different core values can often make this balance hard.

4.3 Computer Support for Collaborative Projects

Nowadays, all communication with suppliers is
carried out using different kinds of electronic data
exchange. Preferably the same CAD software is to be
used, but neutral formats are acceptable if the supplier
can guarantee the quality of the model. It is problematic,
however, to get suppliers to adapt to the company CAD
system, especially when small series are called for,
since the time and investment to get new CAD software
up and running might be too costly. Handling suppliers’
products through organizing files, which is the basic
function of PDM, would not necessitate the same CAD
software, but continuous work with the models and
organization of the DMU’s do. It is difficult with diverse
CAD support in the supply chain since the information
about how the model has been built often gets lost when
changing file formats on CAD files. This makes it harder
to break the model down into subsystems. The more
comprehensive a delivery unit from a supplier is the
larger are the number of variant combinations that need
to be managed to describe it. If the structure of the
subsystem is lost or not shared and the systems supplied
gets larger and larger then the units cannot in practice be
represented by article numbers as usual PLM systems
intend them to be. At present, the difficulty in managing
this causes much problem for the company.

To help suppliers and securing information it is
possible to make a wrap around sensitive parts so that
they don’t show when the supplier views his design
environment, but this is time-consuming work given that
it is a part by part operation which is not suitable for
widespread systems like for example electronics.

Further information exchange by e-mail is suitable for
some types of collaborations such as the traditional kind
in which the supplier develops smaller components
with low variation inside the products supplied, or
a collaboration in which the supplier simply gives
feedback on given solutions. In short, e-mail exchange
is considered more suitable for work with smaller parts
then it is for entire system solutions. The reason for this
is that it is difficult for the PLM-systems to handle the
suppliers’ structures, since suppliers are not interested in
giving the OEM more information than it needs; this
means that the product structure at the OEM might
have information shortage in it, given by the systems
supplied. In other words, supply chain management
is often not carried out as efficiently as the used
PLM system intends. Good understanding of how to
build up the product is also needed when designing
the separate systems, in order to let the OEM strip

the modules of irrelevant information when testing the
product by different sorts of virtual verification and
validation.

Product lifecycle management is used to gather all
information about companies’ products under one roof.
For this reason the company in this study has tried
to integrate all departments in one single PLM system.
However, changing systems is not without problems:
many systems address different fields in the lifecycle
of the product, see Figure 5. It is hard, if not even
impossible, with today’s systems to get a common
view of a preferred system, even within the company
studied. With this in mind, it is important, when
developing new computer support intended to work in
collaborative networks, not to build it around a specific
system, since most companies have their own systems
that address their specific needs. Even if a supplier
could be persuaded to change systems, it is considered
to be at the cost of lower efficiency at that specific
company; however, these suppliers still have to collabo-
rate with other companies using different systems, thus
losing much of the benefits of changing the system in the
first place.

To address the upcoming need to let suppliers
take care of their own parts of the product model with
reduced information sending from the OEM, new
tools were introduced at the company studied. Using
a common database, the information will first go to
a place where the OEM can review models before some
or all data goes forward to the OEM’s PLM system if
approved. The intention of the OEM is to establish
graphical boxes where the suppliers can work by using
updated input information from the OEM, and at the
same time have access rights only to the relevant box or
boxes of the structure.

4.4 Secrecy, a Difficult Task to Manage

Many problems with collaboration can be solved by
implementing the right computer support and map it to
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Figure 5. Different PLM-systems address different stages of
the lifecycle.
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the company’s process, but managing the security often
goes in the opposite direction and aims to secure
intellectual property by restricting access to various
information considered sensitive. This issue has become
increasingly important due to emerging markets with
economies that have grown faster than the legal
structure and company culture needed to support
collaboration with partners. It has been found difficult
to address the appropriate user privileges in the
extended enterprises between several companies. This
is mainly due to the complex situation of having several
types of suppliers, all with different access rights and
with new partners and employees constantly moving
in and out of the business.
The most difficult task to manage often involves

other companies’ intellectual property. This may seem
like very arrogant behavior from the OEM, but it is
actually quite natural. This company as well as
many other OEMs does not perform cutting edge
technology development. Their ambition is to be great
at putting sub-systems together and to handle possible
problems related to that. The cutting edge technology
is developed by the OEM’s suppliers who are experts
within their specified fields. When competing companies
work together in a project supporting the OEM
with different components for a given product, they
hear and have access to information, about each other’s
products, which could be used in other concurrent
projects with other suppliers if not carefully managed.
A need for trust has arisen not just between
the OEM and its suppliers but also between suppliers,
which are sometimes competitors, working together
with the OEM, see Figure 6. The company finds
it hard to expect this trust from its suppliers, but have
not found any way to solve it with the IT support
offered today.
The company participating in this study divides

security into two types, internal and external security.
Internal security focuses on the integrity, stability and
performance of the computer system. External security
concentrates on confidentiality and handles access
rights and protection of data. To handle access rights,
four types of information are connected to each personal

user ID. First of all the user has a project connected
to the ID used. This defines what the person is allowed
to see. Secondly, a role is given to the person; this defines
what the person is allowed to do in the system. Thirdly,
a mask is set to define what the person is allowed to see
on the screen. Finally, an organization which defines
what a person is allowed to change in the system.
However, it is very difficult to make proper restrictions.
People come and go all the time at the company, and it is
hard to know what other projects the suppliers work
with, since they do not always mention this if it is not
beneficial to them. Another way to secure data is
to classify it in multiple layers of confidentiality.
If information has to be shared anyway, then a wrap
can be made to hide secret information by making the
picture fuzzy, so the supplier can work only with the
outer conditions. The company is working on a system
by which the supplier is supposed to allow user access to
its own parts, as a way to involve suppliers in these
difficult decisions. However, many companies find it
hard to divide their information enough, making it hard
for the OEM to give the right access rights to suppliers
affected by these systems.

4.5 Process Management: Not a Single
Company Issue

Large companies such as the one in this study usually
follow a procedure to describe how work is intended
to be performed in their projects. However, these
procedures, which are often optimized for the com-
pany’s own work, are not coordinated very well with its
suppliers. The company participating in this study has
seen the need to coordinate at least some releases with
their suppliers, but in a longer perspective they see
benefits in changing to a more standardized process such
as Advanced Product Quality Planning (APQP), which
is a general process for automotive companies. The
trade-off is, however, difficult since the process is often
considered one of the advantages that a company has
over their competitors. For the moment the company
uses some checkpoints but the process of the supplier is
intended to be affected as little as possible. To
coordinate checkpoints are sometimes very difficult.
Smaller companies can be controlled and told what to
do, but larger suppliers that are not dependent on the
investigated company might not be as willing to
change process; this makes sewing a process together
for the whole supply chain difficult. The process for
collaboration currently developed at the company is
advancing in small steps in order to get the suppliers
to follow them. It should be noted that even small
implementations become quite complex due to the
large network of suppliers who are affected by such
a process change.

Competitors in
some areas

Joint venture at the
OEM

Figure 6. Trust is not just an issue between two companies but
often a multi company issue in joint ventures.
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5. Conclusions

Given the five areas of interest in this study,
some conclusions can be drawn to understand how
collaborative platform development needs to be
conducted. The company studied has tried several
strategies for supplier collaboration; all of them present
various problems of sharing the right information with
the right person. The problems are mainly due to the size
of the company and the amount of suppliers, sometimes
with hidden agendas, that collaborates with the
company. The part-based paradigm used in the auto-
motive industry does not support collaboration very
well, both since it is difficult to understand what
information affects different suppliers products and
due to the difficulty of sharing information when the
information is connected to the very private CAD files.
A carefully developed interface-based platform could,
however, enable better and more open communication
and even out the strong grip the OEM has over
its suppliers’ products from an information sharing
perspective. In this model the OEM still must have total
control over the interfaces since it is responsible for the
total solution but a constructive dialogue with suppliers
will remain an important contribution to the platform
even in the future.

Platform development at the company has started to
orient collaboration to interfaces, an approach that
has been confirmed by previous research [6,13] as
a beneficial way of developing platforms. There are,
however, little or no support for doing this with today’s
computer support since it is mainly supporting
development of numerous single products and not the
more generic concerns regarding platforms. Having
a CAD-based platform description only supports the
geometric parts of platforms, even though this is an
important concern, other aspect such as how a product
interacts with its surroundings concerning heat transfer,
sending and receiving of signals and electricity, and
other aspects of the systems interface to its surroundings
has to be treated with other systems. This makes the
interface platform scattered and difficult to overview.

Considering the platform from an information
exchange perspective, new methods are also required
to handle product structures in PLM systems. Many
products provided by suppliers, which have historically
been represented by article numbers, have now become
complete systems with hundreds of variants.
Designating these products with traditional article
numbers actually moves the development of multiple
variant structures backwards, since each variant of
a product structure needs to be represented by a
complete product structure for every variant developed
by the supplier. This sometimes makes the management
of the data almost too much to overcome for the OEM;
this calls for product structures where the traditional

hierarchal tree structure is replaced by a structure
where the features are handled separately and not
hierarchal [20].

Companies may risk loosing sensitive information
when sharing product models with other companies.
This is one of the major concerns when collaborating
in complex networks of suppliers. Even if tried to be
controlled through access rights information leaks on
meetings and in the daily project work. Today, trust is
considered as a necessity for collaboration but the trust
between suppliers within a project that are competitors
outside the project can not be expected to trust each
other. Once again this problem might be solved by
implementing an interface-based platform description.
This way; discussions can revolve around the interfaces
or conditions the different suppliers put on surrounding
suppliers and not the private and sensitive information
contained in the CAD assemblies, CAD files shows how
problems has been solved within a module, which
is often redundant information for the competitor to
solve its tasks.

During collaborations it is also desirable to optimize
the process as well. When doing this the whole supply
chain must be considered to make the projects
go forward efficiently. Managing the process does,
however, force the company to balance the benefits
with having the same process against the risk of lowering
performance of individual suppliers if forcing them to
use an un-optimized process. Today the company
studied synchronizes some checkpoints with its suppliers
and but does not control the process in any other way.
If this is suitable or not depends on how the company
intends to work and if this wish fits a standardized
process. This must be considered in each single case,
no results from the study showed that a certain
approach is better than another. It only showed that
they have to be synchronized.

Interfaces as a way to describe platforms have been
adopted in the studied company; a description also
advocated by researchers in the field. However, even
though the acceptance for this platform description is
high, there is not yet good support to address these
issues in a satisfying way with modern PLM tools.
This work gives some areas that from a supply chain
perspective would greatly benefit from the development
of this type of platform tool.

6. Future Work

A product model, which is under development at
Chalmers University of Technology, aims to support
platform development using ‘configurable components’
as stand-alone parameterized modules. This way,
suppliers can take care of their own parts and assets,
while still being connected to the complete model upheld
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by the OEM. By this means, the problem of companies
showing sensitive information to a third party is
reduced. The model is intended to provide a description
much like the black boxes found in programming, which
solve a problem but do not tell the outside user how.
With a more generic product description, the work of
reducing the number of parts, while still maintaining a
wide range of variants with a smaller number of
component descriptions, can be achieved.
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